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DYNAMICS OF CHARGED PLANAR GEOMETRY IN TILTEDAND NONTILTED FRAMESM. Sharif *, M. Zaeem Ul Haq Bhatti **Department of Mathematis, University of the PunjabLahore-54590, PakistanReeived Otober 29, 2014We investigate the dynamis of harged planar symmetry with an anisotropi matter �eld subjet to a radiallymoving observer alled a tilted observer. The Einstein�Maxwell �eld equations are used to obtain a relationbetween nontilted and tilted frames and between kinematial and dynamial quantities. Using the Taub massformalism and onservation laws, two evolution equations are developed to analyze the inhomogeneities in thetilted ongruene. It is found that the radial veloity (due to the tilted observer) and the eletri harge havea ruial e�et on the inhomogeneity fator. Finally, we disuss the stability in the nontilted frame in the puredi�usion ase and examine the e�ets of the eletromagneti �eld.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510150500801. INTRODUCTIONIn any physial phenomenon, the signi�ane of ob-servers annot be ignored. During the last few years,there has been a renewed interest in the study based onrelative motion of observers. One of the reasons for thisinterest is to study any realisti piture of the evolutionof the early universe. Physial quantities like the Hub-ble parameter depend on the hoie of ongruene andare onsequently referred to as ongruene-dependentquantities. Cosmologial models have two timelike ve-tor �elds (ongruenes): the unit vetor �eld orthogo-nal to the surfae (geometri ongruene) and the four-veloity of the matter distribution (�uid ongruene).If the four-veloity is not aligned with the unit ve-tor �eld, then it is alled a tilted, and otherwise non-tilted ongruene. There has been an extensive studyof homogeneous and anisotropi osmologial modelsdesribing evolution of the early universe.Many theoretial and observational reasons havemotivated the researhers to study anisotropi and in-homogeneous models inluding the Tolman, Szekeres,Gowdy, and some plane symmetri solutions. At smallsales, the observed galaxy distribution is found to beinhomogeneous, while it is expeted to beome spatially*E-mail: msharif.math�pu.edu.pk**E-mail: mzaeem.math�pu.edu.pk

homogeneous on theoretial grounds. An inhomoge-neous matter distribution may lead to the formationof a naked singularity, ompared to the homogeneous�uid on�guration, where a blak hole is more likelyto be formed [1℄. Some inhomogeneous solutions ofa plane symmetri spaetime for a visous �uid dis-tribution were found in [2℄. In [3℄, the Lemaître�Tol-man�Bondi metri was studied in spherial oordinatesand the e�et of anisotropy and inhomogeneity on theollapse of a dust loud was analyzed. The impat ofinhomogeneity on di�erent parameters of a spheriallysymmetri ollapsing star radiating away its energy inthe form of radial heat �ux was explored in [4℄. Aosmologial model for isotropi expansion of an inho-mogeneous universe was proposed in [5℄, where someexat inhomogeneous solutions for spherial and axialsymmetries were also obtained.In most of the ases, the �uid distribution is on-sidered to be isotropi in pressure. However, pressureanisotropy and heat dissipation are also expeted toplay a ruial role in an expanding and ollapsing uni-verse. Many researhers [6℄ have taken keen interest ininvestigating tilted osmologial models in the preseneof a heat �ux. Tilted models having a disordered radi-ating isotropi �uid with heat �ux were explored in [7℄for a Bianhi type I model. Hydrodynamial and ther-modynamial properties of a tilted Lemaître�Tolman�Bondi spaetime with an anisotropi matter on�gu-ration were studied in [8℄. Some dynamial propertiesof tilted planar geometry with a radiating anisotropi942



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 5, 2015 Dynamis of harged planar geometry in tilted : : :matter distribution were explored in [9℄. In [10℄, homo-geneous tilted models with a radiating soure in planesymmetry were found and the behavior of some phys-ial parameters was examined. Reently, we have dis-ussed the dynamis of a harged spherial star withtilted and nontilted frames [11℄.The ourrene of a magneti �eld in the presentgalati as well as intergalati spaes is a well-established fat and its signi�ane is aknowledgedin many astrophysial phenomena. Aording to [12℄,tilted Bianhi types I, II, and III are possible in thepresene of an eletromagneti �eld. In [13℄, eletro-magneti e�ets on ylindrially symmetri inhomoge-neous osmologial models with a perfet �uid wereexplored and di�erent physial and geometrial prop-erties were disussed. The onsequenes of harge anddissipation (heat �ux, shear visosity, and radiationdensity) in the dynamis of spherially symmetri ol-lapse were worked out in [14℄. Sharif and his ollabora-tors [15, 16℄ have studied the e�ets of eletri harge onself-gravitating ollapsing models with di�erent physi-al bakgrounds.This paper is devoted to exploring the dynamis ofplane symmetri spaetime with the ongruene of atilted observer onsisting of radiating anisotropi mat-ter in the presene of the eletromagneti �eld. The pa-per has the following format. In Se. 2, we present theEinstein�Maxwell �eld equations for both tilted andnontilted observers and �nd some relations betweenthem. In the latter ase, the matter ontent is no longerharged dissipative but harged dust loud. Setion 3deals with some kinematial and dynamial quantitiesthat are used to investigate the Ellis evolution equa-tion for the tilted ongruene as well as the inhomo-geneity fator. We also disuss stability analysis in thenontilted frame with the e�ets of the eletromagneti�eld. Setion 4 onludes our results.2. FLUID CONFIGURATION AND BASICFORMALISMTo investigate inhomogeneities in the present ael-erated expansion phase of the universe, we take non-stati plane symmetri geometry in the form [17℄ds2 = �A2(t; z) dt2 +B2(t; z) �dx2 + dy2�++ C2(t; z) dz2: (1)The energy�momentum tensor for a harged dust loudin a nontilted frame isT�� = ��u�u� + 14� �F �F� � 14F ÆFÆg��� ; (2)

where u�, ��, and F�� are the four-veloity, the energydensity, and the Maxwell �eld tensor. In omoving o-ordinates, it takes the formu� = (A; 0; 0; 0); F�� = ���;� + ��;�;where �� is the four-potential. The Maxwell �eld equa-tions are F��;� = �0J�; F[��;℄ = 0; (3)where J� and �0 = 4� is the four-urrent and the mag-neti permeability. In omoving oordinates, the four-urrent and four-potential beomeJ� = �u�; �� = �Æ�0 ;where � and � respetively denote the salar potentialand harge density; both are funtions of t and z. Withthese used in Eq. (3), the Maxwell-�eld equations yieldthe independent omponents�2��z2 ��A0A + C 0C � 2B0B � ���z = ��0AC2; (4)�2��t�z � _AA + _CC � 2 _BB ! ���z = 0: (5)Here, the prime and the dot respetively stand for zand t di�erentiation. Integrating Eq. (4) with respetto z leads to�0 = s(z)�0ACB2 ; where s(z) = zZ0 �CB2 dz; (6)whih equivalently satis�es Eq. (5).The orresponding Einstein�Maxwell �eld equa-tions in the nontilted frame yield�8���+ s2�20B4 �A2 =  2 _CC + _BB! _BB ��AC�2 �� �2B00B +�B0B � 2C 0C � B0B � ; (7)0 = �2 _B0B � _BA0BA � _CB0CB ! ; (8)� s2�20C2B4 = ��CA�2 24 _BB!2 + 2 �BB � 2 _A _BAB 35++�B0B �2 + 2A0B0AB ; (9)943



M. Sharif, M. Zaeem Ul Haq Bhatti ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 5, 2015s2�20B2 = �BC�2�B00B �A0A �C 0C �B0B �+A00A �B0C 0BC ����BA�2 " �BB + �CC � _AA  _CC + _BB!+ _C _BCB # : (10)We perform a Lorentz transformation on the nontiltedongruene of the observer to obtain a tilted frame inwhih the matter on�guration has a radial veloity !.The unit four-vetors then take the formU� = � 1Ap1� !2 ; 0; 0; !Cp1� !2� ;S� = � !Ap1� !2 ; 0; 0; 1Cp1� !2� ;l� = � ! + 1Ap1� !2 ; 0; 0; ! + 1Cp1� !2� : (11)The energy�momentum tensor oinides with that ofan imperfet matter distribution when we deal withthe tilted ongruene. We assume the matter ontentin our systemati analysis to be loally anisotropi inpressure dissipating in both streaming out and di�u-sion approximation in the presene of an eletromag-neti �eld. Suh a �uid distribution is represented bythe seond-rank stress�energy tensorT�� = (P? + �)U�U� � (P? � Pz)S�S� + �l�l� ++ q�U� + P?g�� + q�U� ++ 14� �F �F� � 14F ÆFÆg��� ; (12)where �, Pz , P?, q�, and � are respetively the energydensity, pressure anisotropy, heat �ux, and radiationdensity. The heat �ux q� = qS� satis�es the equationU�q� = 0, whileU�U� = �S�l� = �1 = �S�S� = U�l�; S�U� = 0:In omoving oordinates, the four-urrent in thetilted frame takes the form J� = �U�. With this usedin Eq. (3), the Maxwell �eld equations lead to the in-dependent omponents�2��z2 ��C 0C + A0A � 2B0B � ���z = ��0C2Ap1� !2 ; (13)�2��t�z � _CC + _AA � 2 _BB ! ���z = ���0CA2!p1� !2 : (14)Integrating Eq. (13) with respet to z leads to�0 = ~s(z)�0CAB2 ;where ~s(z) = zZ0 �CB2p1� !2 dz; (15)

whih identially satis�es Eq. (14). For the tilted on-gruene, the Einstein�Maxwell �eld equations yield8�A21� !2 �~�+ !2 ~Pz + 2!~q�+ ~s2�20A2B4 ==  2 _CC + _BB! _BB ��AC�2 �� �2B00B ��2C 0C � B0B � B0B � ; (16)4�CA1� !2 n!(~�+ ~Pz) + (1 + !2)~qo == _B0B � _BA0BA � _CB0CB ; (17)8�C21� !2 �!2~�+ ~Pz + 2!~q�� ~s2�20C2B4 == ��CA�2 24 _BB!2 + 2 �BB � 2 _B _ABA 35++�B0B �2 + 2B0A0BA ; (18)8�B2P? + ~s2�20B2 = �BC�2 �� �B00B � A0A �C 0C � B0B �+ A00A � B0C 0BC ��� " �CC + �BB � _AA  _BB + _CC!+ _B _CBC #�BA�2 ; (19)where ~� = �+�, ~Pz = �+Pz, and ~q = �+q. By ompar-ing Eqs. (7)�(10) and (16)�(19), we have some relationsbetween the physial variables of nontilted and tiltedframes:�~�+ !2 ~Pz + 2!~q�+ �208�B4 (~s2 � s2)(1� !2) == ��(1� !2);!(~�+ ~Pz)+(1+!2)~q = 0; 8�B2P?+ �20B2 (~s2�s2) = 0;11� !2 �!2~�+ ~Pz + 2!~q� = �208�B4 (~s2 � s2):3. STRUCTURE SCALARS AND DYNAMICALEQUATIONSIn this setion, we investigate some salars assoi-ated with the kinematial quantities, like aeleration944



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 5, 2015 Dynamis of harged planar geometry in tilted : : :and expansion salars in a tilted frame. We also ex-plore the onservation of the energy�momentum tensorand express it in terms of these kinematial quantities.The salar assoiated with the Weyl tensor is knownas the Weyl salar, while the salars assoiated withthe Riemann tensor are known as struture salars [18℄.The Weyl salar is important in desribing the inhomo-geneities in the universe due to the tidal wave nature,while struture salars are used to disuss the strutureand evolution of the universe. Moreover, all solutionsof the �eld equation an be written in terms of thesesalar funtions for the stati ase. Using the Taubmass funtion for plane symmetry [19℄ with struturesalars and the Weyl salar, two evolution equationshave been formulated that play a key role in investi-gating the inhomogeneity in the matter distribution. Inthe tilted frame, the aeleration and expansion salarstake the form [8℄a = A2(1� !2)3=2  _! + A!!0B + ! _BB (1� !2) ++ !2A0B � !2AB0B2 ! ; (20)� = 1p1� !2 "2 _BB + _CC + _AA + ! _!1� !2 ++ !0AB(1� !2) + !A0B � !AB0B2 � : (21)The Weyl tensor an be deomposed into eletriand magneti parts asH�� = 12����C���U�U�; E�� = C����U�U� ;where ���� = p�g���� , and ���� is the Levi-Civitatensor. Its magneti part turns out to be zero due toplanar symmetry, while the eletri part has the inde-pendent omponentsE00 = !23(1� !2)E ; E01 = A3B!3(1� !2)E ;E11 = !2A43(1� !2)E ;E22 = A2B23(1� !2) (1 + 2!2A2)E ;E33 = A2C23(1� !2) (!2 � 2)E ;

whereE = 12A2 " �CC + _BB  _CC � _BB!� �BB ++ _AA  _CC � _BB!#+ 12C2 ���B00B � A00A + B0B �C 0C + B0B �� A0A �C 0C + B0B �� :Similarly, the Riemann tensor an be deomposed intoits eletri and magneti parts. Here, we take the ele-tri part and the seond dual of the magneti part ofthe Riemann tensor and deompose them into traeand trae-free salar parts as [20℄Y�� = 13YTh�� + YTF �S�S� � 13h��� ; (22)X�� = 13XTh�� +XTF �S�S� � 13h��� ;with h�� = g�� + U�U� : (23)Using the �eld equations together with unit four-vetors of plane symmetry in the tilted frame, we ob-tain YT = 4�(~�+ 3P̂ ) + �20~s2B4 ;YTF = E � 4��+ �20~s2B4 ; (24)XT = 8�~�+�20~s2B4 ; XTF = �E�4��+�20~s2B4 ; (25)with P̂ = (2P? + ~Pz)=3 and � = ~Pz � P?.The onservation of the stress�energy tensor leadsto the equations~�� + ~qy +�~�+ "p1� !2A0B +�! + 2 _!p1� !2 �� AB0B2p1� !2 + _Ap1� !2A (2! � 1) ++ !3!0ABp1�!2�! 2 _BB + _CC!�1+!21�!2�# ~q = 0; (26)~q� + ~Pzy + ( ~Pz + ~�) aA2 + ~qp1� !2 ���! _! + ! _!1� !2 + A!0B �� ~s~s0�204�B4C2 = 0; (27)945



M. Sharif, M. Zaeem Ul Haq Bhatti ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 5, 2015where w� = w;�U� and wy = w;�S�. The orrespond-ing Taub mass funtion is [19℄m(t; z) = B2  _B2A2 � B02C2 !+ ~s22B : (28)Di�erentiating with respet to t and z leads to_m = � 4�B21� !2 �AB0C n!( ~Pz + ~�) + (!2 + 1)~qo ++ _B n!2~�+ 2!~q + ~Pzo � ; (29)m0 = 4�B21� !2 "C _BA n!( ~Pz + ~�) + (!2 + 1)~qo ++ B0 n~�+ 2!~q + !2 ~Pzo#+ �20~s~s0B : (30)Now, we explore two evolution equations for theWeyl tensor, whih are important in identifying the in-homogeneities in the matter distribution. Using theproedure in [8℄, these equations are obtained fromEqs. (16)�(18) and (28)�(30) and written in terms ofXTF as12�~q A2(lnB)y! + _BBp1� !2! == 3(lnB)yXTF + (XTF + 4�A2~�)y �� 2�20~s2B4 (lnB)y + �20~s~s0CB4 1p1� !2 ; (31)4�~q� 2 _!p1� !2 + !�� B0BCp1� !2�+ 4�~�� == 3(lnB)�XTF +X�TF � 4�A2~qy ++ 2�20~s2B4 (lnB)� � �20~s~s0CB4 1p1� !2 : (32)It an be easily seen that these equations depend on theongruene of a tilted observer and have a ontributionof the eletromagneti �eld as well.3.1. Inhomogeneity fatorIn this setion, we explore the fator desribingthe inhomogeneity aused by di�erent fators of the�uid on�guration and alled the inhomogeneity fa-tor. The onept of the inhomogeneity fator wasintrodued in [8℄ in disussing the inhomogeneity of

a tilted Lemaître�Tolman�Bondi metri and exami-ning its thermodynamial and hydrodynamial prop-erties. Sine then, many researhers have investigatedthe inhomogeneity fators with di�erent physial bak-grounds of ylindrial, spherial, and planar geome-tries. Here, we onstrut the inhomogeneity fator ofplanar geometry with harged anisotropi dissipativematter in the framework of a tilted ongruene. Whenthe �uid is regular everywhere and ~�y = 0 = ~s, theinhomogeneity fator in Eq. (31) beomes� = XTF � 1B3 kZ0 FB3 dk (33)with F = 12�~q _BBp1� !2 + !A2(lnB)y! ;where k is an integration parameter on the urves ofthe ongruene de�ned by S�. It an be easily seenthat the inhomogeneity fator is a�eted by dissipat-ing quantities and the ongruene of the observer inthe absene of an eletromagneti �eld. Now, evaluat-ing XTF from Eq. (32) and then substituting it in (33),we ontain the evolution of the inhomogeneity fator as� = 1B3 uZ0 ��20~s~s0BC !p1� !2 � 2�20~s2B (lnB)�� du�� 1B3 kZ0 FB3dk + 1B3 uZ0 �4�A2~q� 2 _!p1� !2 ++ �!� B0BCp1�!2�+4��~�+4�A2~qy�R3du; (34)where the urves on the ongruene U� are representedby the parameter u.3.2. Transport equation and stability of thenontilted frameA transport equation is required to examine the be-havior of �uid variables and to analyze the transporta-tion of mass and heat. For a dissipative matter on-�guration, it is de�ned by the seond-order partial dif-ferential equation given by the Müller�Israel�Stewarttheory [21℄ as�h��Uq�; = �Kh��(Ta� + T;�)� q� �� 12 � �U�KT 2�;� q�KT 2: (35)946



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 5, 2015 Dynamis of harged planar geometry in tilted : : :Here T , K, and � respetively represent the tempera-ture, thermal ondutivity and relaxation time, wherethe time required for a disturbed system to return toequilibrium is known as the relaxation time. For thenontilted on�guration, we hoose the �uid distributionto be harged dust. The only nonvanishing omponentof transport equation (35) beomes� � _q + A!B q0�+ q(1� !2)1=2 + �q �� "(1�A2) !0A(1� !2)B + _!!(1� !2) + _BB! ++ !A3B0B2(1� !2) + _AA# == �K �1� !2! �� 11� !2 � 1A2� _T + ABT 0� ++ T! !0AB(1� !2) + _BB + _!!(1� !2) � !A3B0B2(1� !2) ++ _AA1� !2 + !A2A0B(1� !2)����12KT 2q � _� �KT 2�+!AB � �KT 2�0��12�q�(1�!2)1=2++ 12�q !0AB(1� !2) � !AB0B2 � ! _AB ++ !A0B � _!AB(1� !2)� : (36)We onsider the perturbation time sale to be muhsmaller than the relaxation time and the hydrostatitime sale at t = 0 with the pure di�usion approxi-mation (i. e., � = 0 for the sake of onveniene) whileretaining the plane symmetry. Thus, we have! = 0 = q; _q � _! 6= 0:With the above onditions used in Eq. (36), it followsthat � _q = �TK _!; (37)and similarly Eq. (27) yields�� _! + _q � ss0�204�CB4 = 0: (38)Using _q from Eq. (37) in (38), we �nd�� _!�1� KT��� �� ss0�204�CB4 = 0: (39)We see that this equation has an extra fator,KT=��� = �, whih results in the loss of stability and

auses ontration due to the eletri harge. It isfound that the role of the eletromagneti �eld in thedynamis of a nontilted planar objet is the same asobtained in ylindrial and spherial systems. If thesystem ontrats in suh a way that the term 1 � �vanishes, for example, by an inrement in thermal on-dutivity or/and temperature, then a bouning wouldour from a ollapsing on�guration. A systematianalysis of relaxation e�ets on the dynamis of ol-lapsing spherial stars has been done in [22℄, stritlywithin the di�usion approximation. The spei� e�etof bouning by assuming an inrement in the fatorprodued by the inertial term of the transport equa-tion has also been disussed numerially [23℄. It wasshown in [24℄ that the same fator a�ets the inertialmass and the gravitational fore term of the oupleddynamial transport equation. We have presented theoupled dynamial transport equation for ylindriallysymmetri anisotropi �uids and found a ondition onthe harge for whih the gravitational mass inreasesand auses rapid ollapse [25℄. In that ase, fores op-posing the ontration (e. g., pressure gradients) mayoverome gravitation. We see that if suh a dereaseis signi�ant enough to reverse the balane of fores,then a boune bak from ontration might our dueto 1� � < 1. When 1� � > 1, the gravitational termbeomes positive (repulsive), whih implies a repulsivefore produing further ontration.4. SUMMARYThis paper explores the e�ets of anisotropi pres-sure, heat dissipation, and eletri harge on the dy-namial properties of a plane matter distribution rela-tive to the motion of a tilted observer. In this ontext,a Lorentz boost is applied to a nontilted ongruene toobtain a radially moving observer having a radial ve-loity !. We have onstruted Einstein�Maxwell �eldequations for both ongruenes and found relations be-tween the physial variables of both frames. The kine-matial quantities, namely, aeleration and expansionsalars, are explored and used to desribe the on-servation of the energy�momentum tensor. We havedeveloped some dynamial quantities alled struturesalars, whih have physial signi�ane in desribingthe evolution of self-gravitating ollapsing stars. Oneof them (XTF , the trae-free part of the seond dual ofthe magneti part of the Riemann tensor) is identi�edas the inhomogeneity fator for an anisotropi matter�eld in the presene/absene of a magneti �eld [17, 26℄.947
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